Introduction
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Elementary Flood Model
The low viscosity of these lava flows and their rapid rates of [Crisp and Baloga, 1990; Cri,sp et al., 1994; Crisp and Bah_ga, 1994] To describe the dynamics of these tlows, wc assume the local conservation of fluid volume
(1) 
where C l is a dimensionless friction coefficient that is determined empirically, or quasi-empirically, and may depend somewhat on the nature of the suspended material and the roughness of the underlying flowbed or the lateral confinement.
For simplicity, we have expressed the mean velocity in a 24,514 
where i denotes tile zone of inleresl and r hldieaies a reference It may bc recalled that the range of wducs shown in Table 3 Using the friction coclticicnt of previous computatiol s and dimensional data for channel, lhc ltow rates (Q) and velocities (u) arc required to fill lhc channel.
orweeks. Otherwise, amuch more massive edifice would have been constructed fromthe1801 eruption. Theflowrateinthe channel attherepeater station supports asignificant dropin theflowratefromthepeakvalue established earlyin the eruption.
Therelatively high velocities inthechannel argue strongly forahighly agitated andforceful flowthat would benecessary tosuspend andtransport thenodule load. Evidently, this occurred with such a highly mixed and agitated character that significant internal temperature gradients were prevented during the rapid delivery to the distal reaches of the flow. Indeed, the deposition of nodules in the deep channels supports the continued drop in the effusion rate as the eruption waned.
The cause of the unusually high volumetric flow rate featured by this eruption remains somewhat unclear at present.
Guest et al. [1995] have attributed the high rate of discharge to the near-Newtonian theologic properties of the host lava dur- Table 3 is supported by the significantly lower volumetric flow rates in the channel, as shown in Table   4 . The waning character of the effusion rate is also supported by the deposition of nodules exposed in the channels.
Dynamics of the 1823 Flow
The 1823 flow can be analyzed in a similar manner. Figure 4 shows a sketch map of the flow complex and suggests treating the emplacement as three separate and distinct flows emerging from different parts of the fissure. In each area the flow deposits each have a single width and slope along the path of the flow from the Great Crack to the ocean. Flow continuity between the three areas cannot be applied as was done for the 1801 eruption because the lava did not advance from one area to the next. Consequently, the dynamics of emplacement for the 1823 flow cannot be reconstructed in as great detail.
Guest et al. [1995] have estimated a flow velocity of at least 15 m/s in area 2 about a kilometer from the Great Crack. First, we compute the friction coefficient from the formula
with the mean flow thickness taken as 1.5 m and the average slope as shown in Figure 4 . This gives C l = 0./1(157, a value similar to that of sediment-laden flooding by water [Komar, 1980] . If the estimated flow velocity is conservatively decreased to 10 m/s, the friction coefficient becomes 0.0128, which is more typical of water.
The two velocity estimates (15 and 10 m/s) for area 2 correspond to transit times of 4.4 min and 6.7 min to the ocean. (13)) and the lava flood model (equation ( 14)):
To compare terrestrial analogs with lava flows in a planetary 
